
•  Fight the Power and Transform the People for Revolution—don’t let things just keep on going the way they 
are, where people are used and abused, brutalized and murdered under this system, and they don’t really know why 
and what can be done to put an end to it. Get more and more people involved in standing up and fighting back, in 
line with the 5-2-6 (see back of leaflet), and struggle with people to give up the foolishness that too many are caught 
up in and instead take up the 5-2-6.

•  Go to www.revcom.us and watch the RNL Show (Revolution—Nothing Less!) regularly, where you can learn 
more about this revolution and the most important leader in the world today—the revolutionary leader Bob Avakian 
(BA), the architect of the revolutionary new communism. On the basis of the 5-2-6, get the shirt BA Speaks: 
Revolution—Nothing Less! Wear it proudly and let people know this is what they need to get with, and this is the 
leadership they need to follow.

•  Spread the word among people you know, and widely through social media, so that more and more people, in 
every part of society, will hear the word that revolution is necessary and possible, and revcom.us is the place to go 
to get hooked up with the revolution and become part of the organized force for revolution.

•  Keep on learning while you are working to build this revolution: watch the videos and listen to the recordings by 
BA. Get into BAsics and other writings by BA, including the Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in North 
America. Get deeper into the science of revolution BA is bringing forward to make revolution a reality.

•  Keep in regular contact with revcom.us—write or record things that can be used by the revolutionary leadership, 
on revcom.us, through social media, and on the RNL Show, to help build the revolution.

•  Do all this with the goal clearly in mind, and work to bring about, as soon as possible, the situation where there 
are not just thousands but millions who are with this, and the system is in deep crisis, so that an all-out fight can be 
waged for revolution, with a real chance to win—to bring this system down and bring something much better into 
being.

•  With this COVID-19 pandemic, do all this while also doing your best to apply necessary safety measures that 
can help keep you, and others, from getting sick and spreading the virus—BUT DO IT!

Get with the REVCOMS!                                               

NO MORE!
It is time, and long past time, that this  
system of oppression and murder needs to go! 
We need a REVOLUTION at the soonest possible time.  
We need to get busy working for this revolution.

WHAT TO DO NOW—BUILDING FOR  
THE ALL-OUT REVOLUTION WE NEED

Follow: Read: Watch: 
@TheRevcoms www.revcom.us       youtube.com/TheRevComs



5 STOPS, 2 CHOICES, AND 6 POINTS OF ATTENTION
Easy to remember: concentrating the path to getting organized for revolution

  5-2-6:

”

...We  
Have  

2 Choices:
either, live with  

all this & condemn 
future generations 

to the same,  
or worse,  

if they have a  
future at all...

Or,

MAKE 
REVOLUTION!  

Bob Avakian  

“ 

5 STOPS—five horrific forms of 
oppression that this system can’t 
reform away. The 5 STOPS: 

2 CHOICES—either live with this and 
the oppression will go on and on...or, 
as BA says: MAKE REVOLUTION.

6 POINTS OF ATTENTION which The 
Revolution Club upholds, lives by, and 
fights for.... Spread them. Take them up.

  Genocidal  
Persecution,  
Mass Incarceration, 
Police Brutality and 
Murder of Black and 
Brown People!

      The Demonization, 
Criminalization and 
Deportations of 
Immigrants and the 
Militarization  
of the Border!

Capitalism- 
Imperialism  
from Destroying  
Our Planet!

    The Patriarchal 
Degradation, 
Dehumanization,  
and Subjugation  
of All Women  
Everywhere, and All 
Oppression Based  
on Gender or Sexual 
Orientation!

STOP

  Wars of Empire,  
Armies of 
Occupation,and  
Crimes Against 
Humanity!

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

POINTS OF ATTENTION  
FOR THE REVOLUTION
The Revolution Club upholds, 
lives by and fights for the 
following principles:

1We base ourselves on and 
strive to represent the highest interests 
of humanity: revolution and communism. 
We do not tolerate using the revolution for 
personal gain.

2 We fight for a world where ALL 
the chains are broken.  Women, men, and 
differently gendered people are equals and 
comrades.  We do not tolerate physically or 
verbally abusing women or treating them 
as sexual objects, nor do we tolerate insults 
or “jokes” about people’s gender or sexual 
orientation.

3 We fight for a world without 
borders, and for equality among different 
peoples, cultures and languages. We do 
not tolerate insults, “jokes” or derogatory 
names about a person’s race, nationality,  
or language.

4 We stand with the most oppressed 
and never lose sight of their potential 
to emancipate humanity–nor of our 
responsibility to lead them to do that. We 
work to win people of all backgrounds 
to take part in the revolution, and do not 
tolerate revenge among the people.

5 We search for and fight for the 
truth no matter how unpopular, even as we 
listen to and learn from the observations, 
insights and criticisms of others.

6 We are going for an actual 
overthrow of this system and a whole 
better way beyond the destructive, vicious 
conflicts of today between the people. 
Because we are serious, at this stage we 
do not initiate violence and we oppose all 
violence against the people and among  
the people. 

Follow: Read: Watch: 
@TheRevcoms  www.revcom.us       youtube.com/TheRevComs


